FX SVHO

Supercharged luxury.
Feel the adrenaline rush and conquer the waves, or
explore FX SVHO’s calm personality, when it becomes
the smoothest ride you could wish for. Supercharge your
adventures in the Yamaha way.
From our unique, revolutionary RiDE® system and
lightweight materials – to our exclusive electronic
control systems – to the top range supercharged 4stroke 1,812cc engine in our most powerful model - the
innovative technology and engineering integral to every
Yamaha is right at the cutting edge.
Attention to detail, advanced design and sheer build
quality add even more to the package - the result is a
guarantee of excellent performance and premium
comfort, the best of both worlds!

Large 7" LCD colour touch screen
Smartphone synchronisation capability
GPS chart plotter ready
Easy access glovebox
New ride plate & updated sponson
position
Improve ergonomics & Operation
switch box
Supercharged SVHO 1812cc engine
with EFI
Unique 4-step tilt-adjustable steering
system
Longest, most comfortable hull in the
range
Revolutionary RiDE system

FX SVHO
Supercharged luxury.
Yes, bring a broad grin to your face by riding this machine in an aggressive, wave-conquering style –
or explore its more relaxing personality, when it becomes the smoothest, quietest and most
powerful 3-seat touring machine you could wish for, ready to deliver great adventures in luxury and
comfort.
The supercharged SVHO engine and capable hull and body are a perfect double act – smooth,
impressive power coupled with stable, agile handling and a supremely comfortable ride.
It's cutting-edge technology and innovation all the way in this feature-packed design, with our
revolutionary and intuitive RiDE® control system, electronic Trim and Reverse, Cruise-Assist and
remote-control security system.

FX SVHO
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RiDE® system (Reverse with
Intuitive Deceleration
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Comfort, footwell drainage and easier re-boarding

The revolutionary RiDE system transforms
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From tilt-adjustable steering to a 3-

Unique simple-to-use security
system
With this innovative system there's no
separate remote control to worry about just use a PIN code to set and unset your
security and control modes via the handy
switch - and a touch on the Connext®
display screen.

FX SVHO
Engine
Engine type
Lubrication system
Supercharger
Displacement
Bore x stroke
Compression ratio
Pump Type
Fuel
Fuel supply system
Fuel capacity
Oil capacity

Supercharged 4-cylinder;Super Vortex High Output
Wet sump
Yes
1,812cc
86mm × 78mm
8.5 : 1
160mm axial ow
Unleaded premium Gasoline
Electronic Fuel Injection
70L
5.3L

Dimensions
Length
Width
Height
Dry weight

3.58m
1.27m
1.23m
389kg

Features
Storage Capacity
Rider capacity

168.3L
1-3 persons

FX SVHO
All information in this brochure is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior
notice. We should all exercise POWER WITH RESPONSIBILITY and help preserve the great sporting
opportunities and enjoyment we all derive from our involvement with personal watercraft. You must
recognise too, that your Yamaha WaveRunner is actually a boat, so please learn and follow all the rules of
the sea and waterways, take professional instruction where possible, and obey local rules and
regulations, which may di er greatly from area to area. The photographs featured show boats being
driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance in respect of safe operation or style of use is
intended or implied by the publication of any of these images. Read all instruction materials carefully
before setting out and ALWAYS wear recommended protective clothing and a life preserver or lifejacket
when boating. NEVER DRINK AND RIDE.

